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Abstract
The original Black-Scholes option pricing model assumes zero trans-
action costs and borrowing and lending at the risk free rate. This
paper relaxes both assumptions and demonstrates that most options have
a range of legitimate equilibrium values and that this range frequently
fails to include the traditional Black-Scholes value.
A more startling discovery is the observation that under some con-
ditions there may be no^ equilibrium option price. Instead there may be
a bounded disequilibrium within which a single option will offer a risk
free return above the Treasury bill rate while simultaneously permitting
borrowing below the market borrowing rate.
I. Introduction
The Black-Scholes model requires an investor to create a risk free
hedge by taking a position in a common stock and the opposite position in *
the stock's underlying option. The stocks and options are held in propor-
tions such that any price movement in the stock is perfectly offset by an
opposite movement in the option. These proportions are readjusted contin-r
uously throughout the life of the hedge. The hedge is therefore risk free
and yields the risk free rate.
If the hedge consists of a long position in common stock and a short posi-
tion in options the hedge will require a net investment on which the investor
will earn the risk free rate (an "investment hedge"). If the hedge consists
of a long position in an option and a short position in the stock, the hedge
supplies funds to the investor for which he pays interest (a "borrowing hedge") .
The original Black-Scholes (1972) option pricing model assumes zero
transaction costs and implicitly assumes borrowing and lending at the risk
free rate. Under these assumptions the option price appropriate to an in-
vestment hedge is equal to the option price appropriate to a borrowing
hedge and this determines a unique equilibrium option price. This will be
shown to be a special case of a more general model.
If transaction costs are ignored, the effects of different borrowing
and lending rates are relatively obvious. The option price appropriate
to an investment hedge is the traditional Black and Scholes price (and
therefore offers the risk free rate) and the option price appropriate to
a borrowing hedge can be calculated from the Black-Scholes model equa-
tion with the market borrowing rate substituted for the Treasury bill
rate (the hedge therefore costs the borrowing rate). Obviously, the
option price appropriate to a borrowing hedge will be greater than the
option price appropriate to an investment hedge.
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When transaction costs are considered, option prices must be adjusted
so as to earn the investor the risk free rate on an investment hedge or
cost him the borrowing rate on a borrowing hedge net of transaction costs.
In essence, the profit from an investment hedge comes from the de-
clining time premium of an option that has been short sold (or "written")".
The additional revenue needed to pay transaction costs can be generated by
raising the initial option price to provide for a greater decline in time
premium and a greater profit for the hedge's short position in options.
In essence, the cost of a borrowing hedge results from the deterior-
ating time premium of the hedge's long position in options. To provide
for borrowing at the market rate after transaction costs the initial op-
tion price must be reduced so as to provide for less deterioration in
time premium and more funds available to pay transaction costs.
The reader will note that if transaction costs and the borrowing and
lending rate spread are of precisely the right size, the transaction cost
adjusted option price for an investment hedge can equal the transaction
cost adjusted option price for a borrowing hedge. In this case the market
imperfection of different borrowing and lending rates and the market imper-
fection of positive transaction costs cancel to produce a unique equili-
brium option price.
This precise cancellation is, of course, rare. Usually one of the
two imperfections dominates yielding a bounded range of option prices.
Section IV and the conclusion of the paper point out the potentially
bizarre nature of some of these situations.
Section I of the paper presents an introduction and a general
description of the problem. Section II derives a continuous time
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option pricing model which includes rebalancing transaction costs.
Section III suggests ways in which some investors may reduce the cost
of acquiring and terminating the hedge position. Section IV calculates
equilibrium option prices with transaction costs and different borrowing
and lending rates and describes the sometimes bizzare nature of its
findings. Section V presents a conclusion and summary.
II. Transaction Costs of Hedge Rebalancing
The Black-Scholes model assumes that the price of an option, w(x,t),
is a function of stock price x, and time, t. In this case, the equity
in an investing hedge of one stock share long and n = 1/w options
short is X - wn (where the subscript refers to the partial derivative
of w(x,t) with respect to its first argument). The equity change in a
short interval At can be expressed as:
A(x - w/w ) = Ax - A(wn) (1)
= Ax - [w(x+Ax, t+At)n(x+Ax, t+At) - w(x, t)n(x, t)
]
which can be expanded to:
12 12
= Ax - { [w+w Ax+»W^
^
(Ax) + w„At] [n+n^ Ax-t^^
^
(Ax) +w At] - wn}
2 2
Substituting v = (Ax/x) /At and 6 = (Ax/x)/At, and keeping only
the terms of Ax and At, equation (1) becomes:
12 2
A(x-w/w^) = (- -rv X w -W2)nAt +
(2)
12 2 2 2
(-6x^Ti, -wn„- -rv x wn, , -v x^w n )At
The first term on the right side of equation (2) is the part of
the equity change which yields the risk-free rate as derived in the
Black and Schole model:
Ax - Aw/w. = Ax- [w(x+Ax, t+At) - w(x,t)]/w.
1 2
= Ax - [w+w^ Ax4^- - (Ax) + w_At-w]/w-
l 2 2
= ("2*^1 1^ V At-w-At)/w.
= ("2^ X w^^-W2)nAt (3)
The second term of equation (2) is the extra capital required to
2
maintain the hedge position. The extra capital is composed of the change
in the number of options An at the changed price -w(x+Ax, t+At) i.e.,
-w(x+Ax, t+At) An
12 12
=
-[w+w^Ax+rw, , (Ax) +W2At] [n+n, Ax+rn^. (Ax) +W2At-n]
= (-6xwn_-wn„- -^v x wn-.-v x w n^)At (.4;
Accompanying the extra capital, the transaction cost by which
the equity change should be reduced is a | - w(x+Ax,t+At)An |, where a is
the transaction cost rate for options. Therefore, the equity change Ax - Aw/w-
yields the risk-free investing rate r on the equity x - w/w- after the
cost, a
I
- w(x+Ax,t+At)An ], has been deducted. Therefore:
Ax - Aw/w - a[ - w(x+Ax,t+At)An| = (x-w/w )r At (5)
Substituting equations (3) and (4) into equation (5) and replacing
2 2 3 2
n, n
,
n and n by 1/w
,
-
w^^/w^
. (^w^i
~*'l^lll^''"l
^^*^ ~
^12^"l
respectively, yields:
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1112 2
,^-
r w - r xw - 2V X w - w. = ag (6)
where
12 2 2 2
2 - oV X wti^- - V X
^i"..g
= w-
I
- iSxwn- - wiio -^ n, , v~x~w, n
=
I
6xww^^/wj^ + vw^^/m^ + V X (-ww^^ /w^
"*T^lll^*'l"*^ll^ I ^^^
Equation (6) is the differential equation for the option price
from an investing hedge. Similarly, one could be derived from a bor-
rowing hedge, i.e.,
b b 1 2 2 ,--
r w - r xw - •2V X w - w = -ag, (8)
where r is the appropriate borrowing rate.
To solve for equation (6), it is reasonable to assume the solution
w differs only slightly from the Black and Scholes model solution because
the transaction cost rate, a, is quite small. Let w be the Black and
Scholes solution and aw' the correction, then
w = w + aw' (w >> aw') (9)
Replacing w by w in equation (6):
i I i ' 1 2 2 • ' ,,„,r w' - r xw^ - yv X w^. - w_ = g (10)
Since w = w
,
g can be approximated by
1^ 00,0^ 00,0^ 2 2, 00 2, 02 ^100 ,0^ 0., ,,,,
g = I (ixw w-i -i/w, + w w-.2'^l "• ^ ^ ^"^ ^11 '^1 * 2^
"lll'^l "11^ I * ^
Because the hedge will not change when t = t*, x -*- °° or x = 0,
there will be no transactions costs. Therefore, w = w and
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w'(x,t*) = w'(=o,t) = w'(0,t) = (12)
The sane substitution for w' used in the Black and Scholes model
yields:
1, .
w'(x,t) = e^ ^^ ""^^ZCu.s)
where
:
2^2 2
u = ^(r - |-) [In^- (r^ - |-) (t-t*)], (14)
V
2
2 i V 2
s = -^(r -y-)^ (t-t*) (15)
V
and c is the exercise price of the option.
Equation (15) implies:
- .2
t = t* - svV(2(r'- - f-) )
Equation (14) implies:
i v^
X = c exp {(u-s)/Ir - y-)]}
Substituting x and w' into equation (10) and (11) :
^2 - ^11 = ^ (16)
vTith h = h(u,s) being the function g after multiplying by
i 2 ^ 2
e (t*-t)v /(2(r - -r—) ) and substituting in x and t. The boundary
conditions, equation (12), become:
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Z (u,0) = Z (»,0) = Z(-<»,0) =
The solution for equation (16) is given by Butkov (1968, pp. 525-
526):
Z(u,.s) =
2
fS (" -(u-u') /4(s-s')
e
-« (4tt(s-s'))-'-^^
h (u',s') du'ds' (17)
Substituting (17) into (13) and then (9), yields the solution w""".
Similarly, w can be solved for by using interest rate r and replacing
equations (9) and (10) with:
w = w + aw' and (18)
b f b '12 2' • „„,rw'-r xw-^^vx w - - w = -g (19)
III. Initiation and Termination Costs
In option hedging, the lowest cost market participant will
usually be the investor for whom acquiring (or short selling) the
common stock portion of the hedge is a bj'-prcduct of other activities.
An investment hedge consists of a long position in common stock
and a short position in options. An investor who owns but wishes to
sell the common stock for which the hedge is to be written can form
the hedge without incurring a marginal cost for buying or selling the
stock. In this case, instead of selling the stock immediately the
stock is retained and the usual hedged position of w/w worth of
options are written for each share of stock held. This hedge is
held until either:
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1) The option price drops below 1/16 point at which time C.B.O.E.
trading in the option is halted. A hedge can no longer be
formed and the common stock is (finally) sold.
2) The option is in the money at expiration and the stock is
called away. In this case transaction costs are calculated
as if the stock were sold at the exercize price, C rather
than the actual stock price X*.
As soon as the hedge is formed, stock price movements are neutral-
ized and the stock used in the hedge is in effect sold. The initial
cash flows (including the savings from not actually selling the stock)
are:
aw/w- - a X
1 X
where a is the transaction cost rate for common stock transactions.
X
When the stock is finally (actually) sold and the hedge position
closed out the flows are:
a Min(x^;c) = a (x^-w^) (20)
where the superscript y indicates values at the time the hedge is closed
3
out (not necessarily at expiration; see contingency 1 above).
In equilibrium (ignoring dividends) the discounted present value
y
of the expected value of x is x. Therefore, when the hedge is con-
structed the risk adjusted present value of the total cash outflows
are:
aw/w. - a e"^4(wy) (21)
where K is the discount rate appropriate to the option and At is the
4
time until the option hedge is closed out. Equation (21) shows that
the investor has, in effect, paid a(w/w ) plus continuous rebalancing
-9-
costs to save the transaction costs on the amount by which x* might
exceed c at expiration (i.e., w*) . Under reasonable assumptions this
will involve a net outflow, but the costs will be small relative to
the size of the hedge. Moreover, these costs relate to more than one
option position. When the hedge begins it consists of 1/w options and
if there are transaction cost savings at the dissolution of the hedge
it is because the option is in the money at expiration and therefore
has a hedge ratio of one (i.e., equation (21) then relates to only
one option)
.
Similarly, a borrowing hedge can be formed without the marginal
cost of stock sales and purchases. In this case an investor who wishes
to purchase a stock does not purchase it immediately, instead he buys
the usual hedged position of w/w options and continuously rebalances
as if he actually held the stock. Eventually one of two things happens:
1) The option price drops below 1/16 point at which time trading
is halted. A hedge can no longer be formed and the stock is
finally, actually, purchased.
2) The option is in the money at expiration at which time the
option is exercised and the stock is (finally) acquired.
Since transaction costs are the same for buying and selling, equation
(21) will also describe the investor's costs for a borrowing hedge. The
investor has, in effect, paid a(w/w ) per share plus continuous rebalancing
costs to postpone the cost of acquiring the stock and save a w* (per
share) when the stock is finally acquired.
Since the continuously rebalanced option hedge position mimics
every price movement of the underlying stock, the investor has, in
effect bought the stock immediately without paying for the stock until
the option expires or becomes worthless. This procedure is therefore
-10-
a substitute for margin borrowing but without a margin requirement (or
«
collateral of any kind).
IV. The Combined Effects of Transaction Costs and Different Borrowing
and Lending Rates
The effects of transaction costs and different borrowing and
lending rat«s are presented in Table 1. Column (1) is the Black-Scholes
option price calculated under the assumptions specified in the table.
Column (9) is the value the Black-Scholes model gives if the specified
borrowing rate is substituted for the risk free rate.
Columns (2) and (8) ("Rebal Adj") are the difference between the
traditional B&S option price and the continuous rebalancing transaction
cost price derived in Section II. In addition to the assumptions speci-
fied in the table, the continuous transaction cost price assumes that
one way transaction costs for options are 3% and the underlying stock's
expected return is 17% per year.
INSERT TABLES 1-3 ABOUT HERE
Columns (3) and (7) ("Init-End Adj") are estimates of the adjust-
ment to the option price required to cover the cost of acquiring the
hedge and finally liquidating it. These costs are based on the trading
techniques presented in the previous section and embodied in equation (21) .
Common stock transaction costs (a ) are assumed to be 1.5% and option
X
6
transaction costs (a) are assumed to be 3%. The expected value of the
future value of the option is calculated from Sprenkle's equation (see
Smith, 1976, page 17) and this value is discounted back to the present
using a discount rate, K, derived from the CAPM under the assumptions
that the market return is 17% per year, the risk free rate is 12%, the
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beta of the underlying stock is one and the beta of the option (as pointed
out by Black and Scholes, 1972) is:
^w = ^l^x/"
Coltunns (4) and (6) ("Net Adj Price") are Black & Scholes option
prices (columns (1) and (7)) with both types of transaction costs added
(for the investment hedge, columns (2) and (3)) or subtracted (for the
borrowing hedge, coliimns (7) and (8)). Coliomns (4) and (6) therefore show
the prices the options must sell for to net the specified borrowing
7
and lending rates after transaction costs. Needless to say, these
transaction costs would be different for different sets of assumptions.
The costs presented are illustrative and can be helpful in imderstanding
the nature of the phenomena. The reader is encouraged to analyse the
effects of his own assumptions.
Column (5) ("Net Price Spread") is the result of subtracting
column (4) from column (6). It should be interpreted as follows:
1) Negative values indicate that the option price is the bounded
range of prices between the prices specified in columns (4)
and (6). For option prices within this range neither invest-
ment hedges nor borrowing hedges are particularly attractive.
The reader will note that the highest option price which pro-
duces an attractive borrowing hedge (Column (6), Net Adj
Price - Borrowing) is frequently higher than the traditional
Black-Scholes price (Column (1)). When this occurs, the Black-
Scholes price isn't even a legitimate equilibrium value. Under
these conditions if an option actually sells for the Black-
Scholes price excess profits can be made by forming a borrowing
hedge and borrowing at below the market rate.
2) A zero value indicates a unique equilibrium option price (i.e.,
the value shown in both column (6) and column (4)). This oc-
curs when transaction cost effects and borrowing and lending
effects precisely cancel. This unique option price is never
the Black-Scholes price except in the trivial case where all
prices are eaual to zero.
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3) A positive value indicates that the option hedge can be viewed
as a financial intermediary with a lower spread than traditional
intermediaries. If the option sells at a price between the
prices specified in columns (4) and (6) the option hedge is
simultaneously a higher return risk free investment than
treasury bills and a lower cost source of funds than
traditional borrowing. When this amazing situation occurs
there is no price to which the option can adjust v:hich will
eliminate excess profits. For example, if the option price
were to drop low enough for the investment hedge to no longer
be attractive, this would only make a borrovzing hedge even
better . It may be that the only thing that prevents all
short term borrowing and lending from being sucked into
these financial "black holes" is the limited number of in-
vestors in the special transaction cost situations described
in the previous section.
This permanent disequilibrium is bounded between the column
(6) and column (4) prices. If the option price is above the
column (6) price the option is not attractive as a part of a
borrowing hedge but a short position in the option vri.ll be
very desirable as part of an investment hedge. This unbal-
anced selling pressure should drive the option price below
the column (6) price at which time the option is desirable as
both an investment hedge and a borrowing hedge. This presum-
ably results in a better balance between supply and demand for
the option.
Similarly, if the option were to sell below the column (4)
price it would be very attractive as a part of a borrowing
hedge but there would be no interest in forming investment
hedges. The resulting net buying pressure should push the
option price back above the column (4) value.
Clearly, when the column (5) value is positive, it indicates
a bizarre form of bounded disequilibrium.
V. Conclusion
This paper analyzes the effects of transaction costs and different
borrowing and lending rates on option pricing. A continuous time option
pricing model which includes transaction costs resulting from continuous
hedge rebalancing is derived.
The paper also suggests ways in which some classes of investors
can minimize the cost of initially acquiring and ultimately disposing
of the hedge position.
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When transaction costs and different borrowing and lending rates
are taken into account three situations seem to arise (depending on
market conditions and option characteristics):
1) Occasionally the effect of different borrowing and lending
rates precisely offsets the effects of transaction costs to
yield a unique option price. This price is never the Black-
Scholes price.
2) Usually transaction cost effects and borrowing and lending
cost effects partially offset each other yielding a bounded
range of option prices. The center of the range is never the
Black-Scholes price and the bounded range of prices frequently
fails to include the B-S price as a legitimate equilibrium
value. When this occurs, excess profits can be achieved if
options actually trade at the B-S price.
3) On some occasions the borrowing and lending rate effect seems
to be larger than the transaction cost effect. When this oc-
curs, the option hedge becomes society's lowest cost financial
intermediary. Risk free investments can be made at more than
the risk free rate and borrowing can be conducted at less than
the borrowing rate.
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Appendix A
The Implications of Hedge Rebalancing Using Adjustments
to the Option Position
Throughout this paper the authors assume that rebalancing is done
by adjusting the option portion of the hedge. This is generally the
cheapest way to rebalance because option rebalancing involves smaller
dollar amounts than rebalancing with common stock. This cost advantage
is partially offset by the fact that the average bid-ask spread in the
options market is greater than in the stock market (see Phillips and
Smith (1980)).
The hedge acquisition and dissolution techniques described in
the text assume that the hedge contains the same number of shares of
stock at the beginning and end of the life of the hedge. Therefore,
equation (24) will only (usually) be an accurate description of costs
if all rebalancing is done with options (thus leaving the number of
shares in the hedge unchanged throughout the life of the hedge).
Needless to say, an investor should not rebalance by buying an
overpriced option or selling an underprlced option. Therefore, the
assumption that all rebalancing is done with options is unrealistic.
However, one suspects that the advantage of being able to rebalance
with options when they are favorably priced and avoid them (with stock
rebalancing) when they are unfavorably priced probably more than off-
sets the additional rebalancing cost of common stock rebalancing and
the additional hedge dissolution cost which may result from acquiring
an unwanted comnon stock position to liquidate at the end of the life
of the hedge. Moreover, common stock rebalancing can also result in
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the acquisition of part of the desired stock position prior to dis-
solution thus reducing costs below those assumed in equation (24).
Moreover, footnote 6 shows how some investors can reduce trans-
action costs to a level generally below those presented in this paper.
Finally, the reader may feel that the option rebalancing assumption
is unrealistic because it is not possible to trade options in odd lots.
The authors suggest that this is not a real problem because, if the
investor's hedge is so small that rebalancing involves trades of less
than several thousand dollars each, transaction costs will destroy the
investor no matter how he rebalances.
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Appendix B
A Demonstration of the Validity of the Proposed Solution to Equation (9) .
Even the most sophisticated reader will find it virtually impos-
sible to verify the accuracy of the computer program presented in
c
Appendix ^. Although the program is in Fortran IV, the operating system
(Control Data Cyber 175 as modified locally) and the math utilities
packages will be unfamiliar.
The authors therefore present this example in hopes of convincing
the reader that the proposed solution to equation (6) is correct. In
order to provide a simple example, the authors have chosen parameters
which are realistic but relatively easy to calculate:
X = $50
c = $50
2
v^ = .25
(t* - t) = .5 (years)
r = .10
5 = .15
a = .02
The g function (equation (11)) on the right side of equation (6)
is the instantaneous dollar amount of rebalancing required. It can be
calculated from Black & Sholes pricing theory based on the parameters
listed above. This yields:
w = 8.1316
d, = (In - + (r + .5v^)(t* - t))/(v^(t* - t))^^^ = .31820
1 c
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w = N(d ) = .62483
For simplicity define
m = d^/(2)^^^ = .225
w can then be expressed as
:
w^^ = e""" /(xv(2Tr(t* - t))^^^)
= .02145
Also:
2 2
"^12 " ^^^° f)/(t* - t) - r - |-)(e"° ))/(2v(2:T(t* - t))^^^)
=
-.12068
2
w^^^ = -e""" (v/(2(t* - t))^^^ + m/Ct* - t))/ (vVtt^^^)
=
-.00081523
Substituting these values into equation (11) of the paper yields:
g = 4.625
The right side of equation (6) is therefore:
ag = .0925
The left side of equation (6) includes partial derivatives of the
continuous transaction cost option price derived in this paper. These
derivatives must be approximated by taking small interval values about
the $50 stock price and the .5 year time to expiration:
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Estimation Estimated
Parameter Interval Value
w 8.1803
w^ $50 + $.30 .6270
"ll
w
2
$50 + $2.00 .02119
.5 year + .005 year -9.0358
The width of the interval (column 2 above) used to approximate
each partial derivative is a function of the 5 to 6 significant digit
accuracy of the option price, w, as calculated from the computer program
listed in Appendix C.
When the estimated values from column 3 above are substituted into
the left side of equation (6) they yield .0953. Considering the inherent
inaccuracy of small interval approximations, this seems to be a good
approximation of the value previously calculated for the right side of
equation (6) (i.e., ag = .0925).
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Footnotes
Thorpe (1973) demonstrated that option hedges can be sources of
funds despite restrictions on short selling.
2
These results are derived under the assumption that rebalancing
is done by buying or selling options (rather than stock). See Appendix
A for a discussion of the implications of this assumption.
3
l\Tien an option is exercized the commission is based on the
exercize price not the stock price. Therefore the investor pays
y
a Min(x ;c) when the hedge is terminated.
4
(21) can usually be usefully approximated by
aw/w, -aw
1 X
(i.e., e~^*^E(w*) = w).
Smith (1976) and others have pointed out that the Black-Scholes value
of w is the present value at the risk free rate of the expected value
of the option at maturity _if_ the growth rate of the stock is assumed
equal to the risk free rate, w will understate the expected value of
the option at expiration whenever the expected return of the stock ex-
ceed the risk free rate but w also understates the appropriate discount
rate by which the present value of E(w*) should be calculated if the
beta of the option is greater than zero.
—KAt
The approximation e E(w*) = w is usually satisfactory because
the two effects partially offset each other and neither effect is
(usually) overwhelmingly important.
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One problem with the Black Scholes model is its dependence on
the assumption that short positions in conunon stock are an immediate
source of funds. Thorpe (1973) has argued that if an investor currently
owns the stock for which a hedge is to be created, selling the stock
is equivalent to short selling and is^ a source of funds. The procedure
for forming a minimum transaction cost borrowing hedge described in
this paper is another way in which a borrowing hedge can be a source
of funds.
Phillips and Smith (1980) point out that transaction costs for
both stocks and options are about 1%. P&S also point out that the
bid-ask spread is about 1% for stock but about 4% for options. This
paper assumes one way transaction costs of 1/2 the bid-ask spread plus
the normal transaction costs. This, in effect, assumes there is a
single "true" pre-transaction cost stock or option price half way
between the bid and ask. The bid-ask spread is therefore considered
to be just another part of transaction costs.
In effect Tables 1, 2 and 3 assume that the costs of initiating
and terminating the option hedge are prepaid by adding or subtracting
them from the initial option price. This change in initial option
price will slightly alter rebalancing transaction costs and is not
taken into consideration in the derivation of the continuous rebalancing
model (equations (1) through (19)).
Given the generally small size of Initiation and termination costs
relative to the option price, and the approximate nature of other aspects
of the option pricing model, this should be acceptable for most purposes.
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Some investors will be able to reduce transaction costs to levels
below those assumed in this paper by rebalancing less frequently. For
a borrowing hedge using the acquisition and dissolution technique sug-
gested in the paper, a failure to rebalance continuously means that
the equivalent number of shares being mimicked by the option position
changes slightly as the hedge ratio changes but is not immediately re-
balanced (i.e., the investor may have the option equivalent of 96
shares rather than the 100 shares he originally intended, etc.). Some
investors may not care about the exact number of common stock equiva-
lents his option position equals. If not, he can save money by re-
balancing only after the hedge ratio has changed by a predetermined
amount. He can then avoid the transaction costs resulting from all
of the reversals of the hedge ratio occurring between his finite hedge
ratio limits. Moreover, this strategy allows the investor to save
money by rebalancing in larger amounts.
The same periodic rebalancing strategy can be applied to the in-
vestment hedge strategy described in the paper except that in this
case a failure to rebalance means that the investor will have a small
long or short position in the stock he originally wished to sell
(i.e., instead of having the equivalent of no stock, his equivalent
position might fluctuate between long and short positions amounting
to a few percent of his original holding.)
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